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How are students managing their advanced level study along with board exams?
Career opportunities are highly prevalent in the recent years. People have unlimited options to
pursue. But everything requires a good amount of preparation over an elongated time period.
There is no space for a shortcut.

What are the viable career opportunities in computer networking?
Among many, IT has quite a good scope in the recent times. All the software giants are offering
good placements for the students. If you scroll through the latest news, then you must be aware
that Apple is coming for campus placement at a college in Hyderabad.
Networking plays a crucial role in IT. There are many students who aim to be a network
engineer. The field has got some good scope for every person as it requires skills, knowledge,
and experience.
Some of the range of work that networking offers are:
Network specialist
Network technician
Network analyst
Network engineer
Network solutions architect
A person mastering the art of networking technology can work in any of the following positions
mentioned above.

How to take preparation for excelling in Computer networking field?
The field of networking demands a robust preparation to do well. Before joining any such
institutes, students are doing self-study at home. This is an effective way to pursue knowledge
before classes begin. There is no harm if you already know the basics before joining college; it
will help you to learn faster.
You will notice that pupils who are still stuck with their upcoming board exams have already
started their preparation. How do they do it? Let’s highlight some ways and subways of
preparation at the first stage
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1.Prepare well from tutorials available online:
You must have an unlimited amount of internet back at home. Make a good use of it by
downloading tutorials from some specific sites and read it in your free time. This will help you to
have a very clear idea about the domain and also how it functions.
2.Watch videos:
YouTube is not only meant for watching the trailer of Padmavati for more than ten times. Do
watch some important videos related to routing and switching. It will help you to visualize the
practical work.

3. Consult your seniors- This is actually productive in terms of choosing an institute and also
jobs. If you know someone who is working or doing well in this field then do take suggestions
and apply it. Don’t try to do anything without an advice from your senior.
4.Always choose the best place for admission:
There are several institutes providing courses on networking. But hardly can you depend on all
for a good placement opportunity. Here, Networkers Guru is a recommended choice for all
students and even industry experts. The institute provides the best learning experience and
also offers good placement in every course.
Advance preparation is not a bad thing rather a good sign of having an interest and an urge to
do well. But don’t take your board exams for granted while preparing for your next step.
Always maintain equilibrium between the two.
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